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COUNCIL BALL.DYING SETS RECORD
Constitution.
Committee Set
Up .Qy .Council
After handling one business
proposal, Student Council' spent
the remainder of last Monday's
meeting handing out bouquets of
congratulations and forming a
committee to propose more organizations to be · formally congratulated next Monday.
As a result of his own suggestion, Dick Henkel joined Larry
Kane and the four members of
the Judicial Board on a committee to work the present one-year
constitution into shape for final
ratification before the end of the
year. Henkel recommended that
Mr. Frank Peters, several lawyers
and a representative from the
·· university administration be asked to sit in on the committee's
meeting to assure complete legality and worka,bility for the
permanent draft of the constitution.
Sodality prefect Dick Robinson
thanked the councilmen for their
cooperation in Sunday's May Day
program. Robinson said the
fair was a complete success, with
a great increase over last year in
the number of Xavier men par. ticipating.
Bob Conway, council president,
started the congratulations-ball
rolling with official compliments
and thanks to Milt Partridge and
his board of elections. Conway
kept up the complimentary spirit
by appointing Jack Cade, Tom
Link and Jack O'Leary to a committee that will decide which
student organizations' Council
should thank formally for their
work during the school year.
Lastly the councilmen decided
on a little thanks for themselves
in the form of a· picnic.

·af-

Vote Tally Is 945; Big Campaign Nets Senior Presidency
For Hiltz; Keefe,. Tully Top Soph And freshmen Classes
'~·-

Today and tomorow, May 4 and
5, the entire Evanston campus

Student Council candidates chosen in last weeks election to represent the various classes are shown
above. (1st Row, L. to R.) Bob Drennen, Student Athletic Board Chairman; Bob Robisch, Social Committee chairman; George Clayton, Leo Breslin, Jim Charles and John Hiltz, new Senior class representatives. (2nd Row, L. to R.) Jim Keefe, Jim McGann, Jim Murphy and Denny Barron, new Junior
class representatives. -(3rd Row, L. to R ..) Jack Stechschulte, Tom Tully, Herc Ruether, new Sophomore class representatives. Tom Smith, sophomore electee was absent when the photo was taken.
A record breaking 945· students,
comprising two-thirds of the eligible voters on the Evanston
Campus, cast ballots for their
favorite candidates to Student
Council positions last Thursday
and Friday Apr. 28 and 29, according to Milt Partridge, chairman of the Board of Elections.
Not only was the total number
of students voting a record,
Partridge added, but also the percentage of juniors voting this
year was the highest ever, 90%.
The freshm<in class had the· low...
est percentage with only 40% of
that class voting.
John T. Hiltz, the hottest and
most original of the campaigners,
won the presidency of the future
senior class with 243 votes. But
Jim Charles, who finished second
with 207 was running Hiltz a
very close race until Friday
afternoon. It was Hiltz's extens-

200 C.o.uples Expected
For Senior Ball May 13
Semi-Formal Affair
To Be At Hotel Gibson
Ticket sales for the Senior Ball,
Friday, May 13, at the Hotel Gibson moved at a rapid .pace this
week with plans for the erection
of a colorful booth in front of
South Hall.
J. William. Costello, Business
senior, in charge of ticket sales,
said from all expectations and
foresight some 200 couples are
making plans to attend the final
big class sponsored dance of the
year. The dance, previously
planned as an all-formal affair,
has been made semi-formal by
the Ball committee· .in order to
give all seniors and upperclassmen a full opportunity to attend.
Art Hayes and his orchestra,
who recently made his debut in
the Queen City area, has been
engaged for the affair which will
start at 9 p.m. and extend until
1 a.m. Bids are set at $3.50 per
couple. .
Seniors serving on the arrange-

---·_..,_.______________
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Council Prexy
To Be Chosen
By Voters

ive campaigning all day· Fri.day
that probably made the difference, Partridge opined.
Leo J. Breslin, who also did
some novel campaigning, gather-,
ed 184 Votes.· George ·H. Clayt~ri
just did nose out George A. Jutze
his running mate for the fourth
and only remaining office, 157 to
151.
With the future junior class,
James C. Keefe, Sports Editor of
the News, won the presidency
with 157 votes. James R. McGann
took the vice-presidency with
132. James Murphy and Denny
Barron tied for secretary with 97.
John Stemle was nosed out with
89 votes.
Thomas J. Tully will be president of next year's sophomore
class. He won out over the new
vice-president, Herman Ruether,
130 to 99, and Thomas R. Smith
will be secretary with 96 votes.
Because of the close contest between Jack Stechschulte and
Fred C. Reid, who garnered 77
and 76 respectively, there will be
a recount of the ballots cast.
Robert C. Robish is the new
S o c i a l Committee Chairman.
Robish won comfortably over
Jerry Halloran, 405 to 340. Robert Schildmeyer, the third candidate, finished with 159 votes.
It was believed that Robert E.

News Selected
Fo.. Two Awards

Art Hayes
ments include: Dick Kelly, chairman, Carol Helmers, Art Ney,
Bob Pender, Bill Costello, Ike
Gorman, John Buse, Bob Conway, Joe Bach, Bill Simon, Bob
Murphy, Dick Cullen, Paul Oberlin, Tom Brennan and Milt Partrldce.

~--------

,

____

From over 20 Ohio college
newspapers competing for honors
in several categories, the News
carried away two awards last
week given at the annual convention of the Ohio College Newspaper Association meeting at Wittenburg C ol l e g e, Springfield,
Ohio.
Tom Gray, News cartoonist,
whose work in the Chicago SunTimes has been reprinted freely
in city dailies throughout the U.S.,
was rated as second among cartoon entries to the OCNA.
The OCNA rated special eolumns of Al Moser, Fred Newbill
and loe Meyer, Ir., as third
111Don1 the entries.

Drennan, who amassed 806 votes,
would be the only candidate for
the position of Athletic Committee Chairman, but the biggest
surprise of the whole election,
Partridge revealed, was the discovery of seven votes · cast for
Otis Schulte, well known in
Masque Society .circles.

President Goes Upstate
For Ohio College Meet
The Very Reverend Celestin J.
Steiner, S.J., president of Xavier,
left for Kenyon College in Ganbier, Ohio this week to confer
with Dean John W. Black of
Kenyon, and to plan a program
for 1949-50 for the Ohio College
Association, of which Father
Steiner is President and Dean
Black is Secretary.

student body will vote again, this
time to decide the new president
and vice-president of Student
Council. As is customary, the
polls will be placed in Bellarmine
Chapel lobby.
The candidates will be three
officers of the future senior
class: Jim Charles, Leo J. Breslin, and George H. Clayton. According to the by-laws of Student Council, John Hiltz, the new
president of the class, will not be
eligible for both positions, according to Milt Partridge, chairman of Student Council's Board
of Elections.
The present residing president
of Student Council Robert Conway, will tender his resignation

Polls Open 9.4
All undergraduate students are
eligible to vote in the special
election, Thursday and Friday.
The polls will be open from 9-4
in Bellarmine Lobby.
upon the completion · of the
school year.
At Student Council's May 16
meeting, when the old and new
Councils will be combined, the
new · Council will elect their
secretary and treasurer - the
former to come from the junior
class representatives, the latter
from the sophomore class repre.sentatives.
This will be followed later in
the month 'with a party for the
combined councils.

Seven XU Students Entrain
F~r Annual ·NFCCS Congress
800 College Students'
.
•
history of the organization. The
To Attend Chicago Meet projects carried out under its
Charles Hogan, president of the
National Federation of Catholic
College Students, along with
Jerry Conrey, Larry Keller,
Jack Vogel, Larry Kane, Ray
Schlichte, and John Brosnan, will
represent Xavier at the annual
congress of the NFCCS in Chicago, May 4 to 8.
An estimated 800 students from
all over the United States will
attend the four day convention
for the purpose of reviewing the
federations work during the past
year of 1948, and to outline its
plans for the present year. The
closing session of the Congress
will be given over to the election
of new officers. Past projects,
sponsored by the nation-wide
student federation will also be
evaluated. Featured speakers will
be the Mayor of Chicago, Bishop
Shiels and Cardinal Stritch, both
of Chicago.
President Charles H o g a n,
speaking on behalf of the federation stated that the past year has
been the most successful in the

sponsorship have gained both
national and international acclaim. One half million dollars
were 'sent overseas for the relief
of needy college students in the
European countries.
The NFCCS sponsored May
Day celebration has merited national recognition for both itself
and its purpose. Likewise the
federation has sponsored several
leadership projects, among which
was the Press Workshop at Collegeville, Ind. which was attended by a number of News staff
members.
Foremost, however, in the line
of achievement, is the increasing
amount of interest being shown
the federation by the student
body in general. In the East especially is this increased interest
most pronounced.
· Of the 209 Catholic Colleges in
the country, 185 of them are
members of the NFCCS, bringing the total percentage of student representation up to ninetytwo percent.
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1ue1t writers do not necessarily express the orflclal oplnlow;is of the Xavier Unlver·
slly Administration. Matters of official nature appearln1 In the "New•" will be 10
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•Take A. Bow, Voters
ITH the anouncement by the election committee on the
W
returns for the past council elections the student body
comes in for a word. of praise ·for their unprecedented response at the polls.
·
Approximately two thirds of the eligible voters took advantage of their privilege and succeeded in placing in office the most representative body of council members that
has ever been elected.
.
The News earnestly hopes that the interest shown by the
student body in their recprd balloting will continue and the
new council members, conscious of wishes of their constituents, will give to the University an energetic and successful
administration.
•
"Morality is a necessary spring of government," said George
Washington. "Reason and experience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail in tlie exclusion of religious principles."

•"May Day" Gone, Month Remains
HERE was a strange contrast between the two types of
T
May Day celebrations conducted throughout tlie world
this past Sunday. One stressed military might and the old
bogey "class warfare." The other emphasized peace through
God with an exemplification of ideals through prayer.
In Moscow, Red Square· was thronged with "volunteers"
watching a great spectacle demonstrating the strength of th~
Russian forces on land and in the air. If ever a war psychology was built up in the minds of a nation's people, it is certainly being done in Russia at the present time, and Sunday's
Red Army celebration is a prime example of that fact. First
the imperialism of the U. S. is attacked as a valid assumption
needing no proof if said often enough, and then follows the
demonstration of military strength, convincing the poor Russians that they are the only nation left in the world to halt
the onslaught of these United States and that they have the
might to do it. And yet ironically there are still people in this
country who believe the Reds want peace.
Other Communist demonstrations took place in Rome,
Prague, New York city, and elsewhere. Though lacking in a
display _of military force, none of them emphasized peace
except at the Communist price.
By contrast May Day processions for true peace dominated every large city in this country. Though little attention
was focused on them nationally, local newspapers did cover
these celebrations well. Each and every one stressed the necessity of counting GQd in on any real peace, and the conversion of Russia from its atheistic totalitarianism was its special
purpose. And yet ironically there are still people in this
country who believe the Catholics want war (and the domination of the world).
Finally, let us not forget that the month of May has only
begun. Despite the fact that May Day demonstrations in honor of the Blessed Virgin are over, there are still 26 days left
in which to say 26 rosaries to ask the intercession of the
Mother of God for peace at God's price.
White truth is not always beautiful, it is the thing that must be
told first before beauty can begin. Tlie beauty we are to have can
only be worked out from the truth we 1iave.

•Another Masque Masterpiece
ITH the conclusion of the final performance of the Song
W
of Bernadette at South Hall Sunday evening, the Masque
Society under the direction of Victor L. Dial, completed one
of the most successful seasons ever enjoyed by that group
during their 25 year history.
Song of Bernadette, as a play left much to be desired, but
little more could have been asked of the players, as their acting and interpretation was inspiring. Their success is a success justly deserved and achieved by constant cooperation of
all parties, and an unswerving faith in the guidin_g hand of
their director.
·
All who ·attended the play will attest to its excellence.
Those who failed to see it missed· an emotional experience
that will long be remembered.

Nationalism " .••• And
Cited By McCoy
As UN Obstacle
A spirit of nationalism is today
the largest obstacle to the success
of the United Nations, Dr. Raymond McCoy, director of the
Graduate Division, told over 200
alumni of the University last
Thursday evening- at the fifty.
sixth annual spring dinner.
"Nations wage war for nationlistic reasons. There are two.
ways to bridle nationalism-continued support of the UN and
greater international understanding," Dr. McCoy told his audience.
Dr. McCoy, official U.S. delegate representing American education at the UNESCO conferences, said that one requirement
to an international understanding
is to know that men all over the
globe are essentially the same
and have the same problems.
Members of the classes of 1924
and 1899 received special honors
at the banquet. Al M. Boex spoke
in behalf of the class of '24. Edward P. Vonder Haar, assistant
to the President and President
of the Alumn~ Association in 1948,
was presented a silver inscribed
gavel by the new Association
president, Jack S. Mulihill.

VouclerHaar Wins
Another Term
Edward P. VonderHaar, director of Public Relations, was
re-elected Secretary-Treasurer of
the American College Public Relations Association for a second
term last Friday morning at the
32nd annual convention of the
Association in Washington, D.C.
VonderHaar, who resides at
2509 Moormann Ave., has been
associated with Xavier and is
former president of the Xavier
University Alumni Association.
Over 650 colleges and universities in the United·States are represented in the association.

Still Champion!" ••• By Gray

The Talk Around Campu.s

SO THEY SAY
By Fred Newbill

•Big Weck For Jim Keefe; Also Election "Plots," 82 Cases,
And Gentleman's Agreement.

• • •

Last week was a big one for Jim Keefe. Within the space
of five days he was made sports editor of the News and president of next year's junior ·Class. It couldn't happen to a nicer
guy. His bowling team (mine too) also took over ninth place
on the last night of the season. Yes sir, quite a week. (Don't

snicker. It was a twelve team
league. And we spent some time 82 bourbon cases at his disposal
should be watched. Carefully..
in twelfth too.)
...
...
•
I think that it was a lemon pie
The huge fifteen man slate put
with some coconut in it. I would
up by the sophadvise future columnists to reomores was defrain from writing anything derided by some
rogatory about the Fieldhouse.
as. being t o o
Otherwise he may have it caved
large-a p 1 o t
in on him some night.
by somebody
The Derby Eve dance to be to split the
given Friday, May 6, by the Xavier University Alumni Club of
Louisville will be held at the K
of C Ballroom, 525 South Fifth
St., Louisville, beginning at 9 posed by the
p.m. and thriving till one. Music
will be furnished by George Little and his orchestra and the plot to insure somebody's election.
usual refreshments will be serv- When the four Murphys were
First banquet in the brief hised. The affair is strictly informal nominated somebody complained tory of the Cincinnati Catholic
and the price of admission will that it was-yep-a plot to con- Colleges Family ·Relations Club
be $2 per couple.
fuse the voters. But that "plot" will be held at 6: 30 p.m. MonAll friends of Xavier who ex- fell through when one of the day, May 9, in the Evening College Auditorium.
pect to be in Louisville for the Murphys declined to run.
The Very Rev. Celestin' J.
Derby are welcome and enDick ~ostello, who apparently Steiner, S.J., president of Xavier
couraged to attend, and a large
turnout of XU students from was behind the Murphy machine, and t.he Ohio College Association,
had the idea buzzing in his hon- will be the principal speaker. His
Louisville is expected.
net to drop a parachute jumper topic is to be "The Future of the
onto the football field during the Family."
intra-squad game waving the
The banquet will end the club's
Murphy banner. Unfortunately he activities for this school year. Two
had to give up the stunt when he Xavier students, Jerome A. Wagner, chairman of the discussion
FORDHAM U., New York, learned that it is _illegal.
Then
there
was
the
gentleman's
committee, and Paul Bluemle, of
(JCNA):._Two new courses, appreciation of the cinema and agl',eement between Social Com- the fact-finding and publicity
criticism, have been added to the mittee candidates Jerry Halloran, committee, will review their
curriculum of the Communication Bob Robisch, and Bob Schild- groups' work and outline plans
Arts Department here. The new meyer not to do any campaigning for the summer and next year.
Member schools .. in the club,
subjects are part of the overall at all, the idea being that by not
expansion program of the de- c~mpaigning ·they would be run- which seeks to help students and
partment to introduce a major nmg even and at t?e same time members of the community to
happier family life, are Xavier,
in communications art in the save the~selves a lot of work.
John
Hiltz,
.
bound
by
no
such
·our
Lady of Cincinnati, Mt St.
near future. Present courses in
the department include: journal- pact, went wild. If ever a man Joseph, and Villa Madonna coldeserv~d to win, P~rely on his leges, and the Good Samaritan
ism, theatre and radio courses.
campa~gn at ~e~st, it was Hiltz. Hospital School of Nursing.
The new course in cinema ap- That sign ~f his m front of Hinkle
Tickets for the banquet, at $1
preciation to be known as "cin- Hall containe~ 82· bourbon cases, apiece, are available to all inematography" will train students each one quite empty. When I terested students from Vincent
to enter any one of five fields asked hi'? if his <family drank a Dougherty, Jerry Wagner, Paul
connected with the film industry. lot, he said no. But anybody with Bluemle, and c. Glynn Fraser.

.

•

•

Louisville Club
Plans Derby Dance

;;:~Jg l1Adl ~:Y;i:;uqPuet
~:n~!~::d ;:sbei~r::ONS:~~~a year For FRc

New Film Course
Added By-Fordham
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1.,200 CATHOLIC STUDENTS_ PRAY
FO~ RUSSIAN CONVERSION AND PEACE

CPA To Speak
The News will hold its annual At Accounting
banquet in Parlors C and D of the
Hotel Alms on May
at 6:30 Meeting May 10
p.m., according to Jerry Halloran,

WHOOPEE! NEWSMEN
TO CAVORT AGAIN
24,

and Jim , Bechtold, co-chairman
of the affair. The supper, buffet
style, will feature the awarding
of keys to members of staff men
and the announcement of staff
appointments for next year. The
speaker arrangements are indefinite as yet.
"

Atlteuaeum Will
Publish Second
Eclitiou May 16

A general view of the scene enacted at May Day festivities in the Fieldhouse last Sunday is shown
in the above photo by Stan Keller, News photographer. The girls in caps and gowns from Our Lady
' of the BVM.
of Cincinnati college are standing in the form of a living rosary. Center shows the statue
More than 1,200 students from
Catholic colleges joined by Catholic sororities and fraternities at
the University of Cincinnati and
St. Elizabeth School of Nursing
observed May Day last Sunday on
the University campus _by praying that all communists and those
dominated by them may be made
free.
Led by Richard E. Robinson,
prefect of the Xavier Sodality
and May Day chairman, they
prayed to God that those in the
grip of communism would soon
enjoy the freedom to exercise
these rights and liberties that
come from God alone.
The Rev. Earl Whalen, Hamil. ton County director of the Catho-

Nearly 650 To Show
For Summer Term
A total of 305 seniors and juniors have registered for the summer session as of April 30, according to figures released this
week by Raymond J. Fellinger,
· registrar.
The sophomores are scheduled
to register the week of May 2 and
the freshmen the week of May 9.
Approximately 650 students are
expected to attend the summer
sessions this year.
Three new. classes added to the
Summer School schedule are:
PL 34, period III, in the first session and PL III, period III, and
PL 132, period I, in the second
session.

Clef Cl.uh To Hold
Concert A.nd Dance

lie Youth Organization, told the
students that they not only must
oppose communism but "resist indifference to religion and things
of God, for it is the food communism lives on."

The exercises included a parade
across Victory Parway and Dana
Avenue to the Fieldhouse. The
University band led the parade
and the ROTC honor guard accompanied the procession.

Charles Hogan Elected Head
Of Honor Fraternity At Dinner
Seven Upperclassmen
Ente~ Alpha Sigma Nu
Charles D. Hogan, Jr., liberal
arts junior, was elected president
of the Xavier chapter of Alpha
Sigma Nu, national' Jesuit honor
society, at the annual initiation
ceremonies and banquet held by
the chapter Sunday night at the
Sinton hotel. Currently concluding a one-year term as national
president of the NFCCS, Hogan
was named to the post from
among six other Xavier students
initiated by the society.
In balloting for other offices in
the honorary fraternity, Louis A.
Bunning, Jr., was elected vicepresident; Paul P. Thiemann,
Jr., secretary, and Walter W.
Whalen, treasurer. Seniors Robert A. Conway, Timothy J. Leahy,
and Arthur M. Ney, Jr., were also
inducted during the ceremonies,
and also cast ballots for the four
juniors eligible for election.
Present at the initiation ritual
and banquet, in addition to the
seven initiates, were Dean Paul
L. O'Connor, S.J., faculty moderator of Alpha Sigma Nu, and nine
graduate members. The meeting
was conducted by Richard E.
Henkel, retiring president.
Addressing the assemblage, Fr.
O'Connor utilized the three qualifications for membership in the
society-scholarship, loyalty and
service,-as his theme. In lauding the new members for their

fulfillment of these qualifications
during their years at Xay'!er,
Dean O'Connor stressed the necessity of continuing the application of their underlying principles in future activity.
Others who spoke briefly were
William R. Seidenfadden, a 1943
Xavier graduate and past president of the society; Bert Downing '48 who assisted in arrangements for the banquet, and
Hogan.

Debaters Are Held.
To Tie By Wofford

The second and final edition of
the Athenaeum for the 1948-49
year will come out on May 16,
according to an announcement by
Bob Dauer, editor.
The Athenaeum, official literary publication of Xavier, will
contain an editorial, several
short stories, essays, poems and
a review of Thomas Merton's
Seven Storey Mountain, all written by students of Xavier.

Business Manager
Gets A.CP A.ivard
Jerry Halloran, business manager of the News, received first
prize .from the Associated Collegiate Press Service for Business
Managers· last month for his promotional idea for a college paper.
The ACP presents one award
quarterly to the best idea for ad
promotion that they receive from
the Business Managers of college
newspapers throughout the country.
Halloran's letter was reprinted
in the Business Review, the ACP
business managers' publication. It
was entitled, How to Have The
Advertisers Calling On You.

At its final meeting of the
school year, Tuesday, May 10 the
Xayier Accounting Society will
have as its guest speaker Mr.
Oliver Siefert, CPA, partner in
the firm of Decoitte-PlendersGriffith and Co. The meeting will
take place in South Hall at 8 p.m.
Mr. Siefert, president of the Ohio
Society of Certified Public Accountants, will speak on "The
Function of the Certified Public
Accountant and the Need for
High Professional Standards."
Accounting Society President
Ray Leisner commented that the
highlight of the talk will be a
discussion by Mr. Siefert of proposed legislation before the Ohio
General Assembly concerning
licensing of Public Accountants.
"Practically all Xavier students
entering the business field will
be concerned with the services
of Public Accountants either as
producers or consumers of such
services, so that the outcome of
this legislation would have direct results on these students
after graduation," Leisner explained.
Nomination and election of officers for the 1949-'50 term has
been postponed until September
to enable devotion of the entire
May meeting to Mr. Siefert's address.

IRC Elects Wobbe
To Presidency
Carl Wobbe, Springfield, Ohio,
junior was elected president of
the International Relations Club
for 1949-50 at a meeting held this
week.
At the same meeting John T.
Hiltz was elected vice-president,
Len Supple, secretary and Dennis Barron, recording secretary.

Refreshment And Movies
Go Hand-In-Hand

The Philopedian Society drew
a tie in a debate with Wofford
college, Spartansburg, West Va.,
Friday evening, Apr. 29, in room
10, Library Building. The society
is also preparing its annual banquet and party.
John Hiltz and Paul O'Brien
upheld the negative for Xavier,
while Wofford took the affirmative side of the Federal aid to
education. question.
The judges, Mr. Philip J.
Scharper and the Rev. Joseph
Loftus, S.J., split their decision.
Bill Parsley acted as chairman
for the contest.
A tentative date for the closed
party of the society is May 14.
It will probably be held at a
private residence, Len Supp1e,
chairman of the affair, said.

The Xavier University Clef
Club, will p1·esent their annual
spring concert in the Hall of Mirrors of the Netherland Plaza on
the evening ·of May 20. The concert, beginning at 8: 30, will be
followed by a semi-formal, corsageless dance with music fur- illlllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllll1111111111111111111111111111111/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
nished by Verne Wable. Admission to the concert will be $1.00
per person; while admission to
the concert dance will be $3.00
per couple.
"
Prior to this concert the Clef
For Delicious Food and cocktails
Club will give a concert at Rein
a charming, intimate and sogina high school this week, and
next weekend will journey to
phisticated atmosphere.
Kentucky where they will give
concerts at Nazareth college,
Music' to relax you. Cocktails
Bardstown, and two Louisville
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
high schools.

THE

MUSI~

BOX

Saturday, 2:00 A.M.
Stuclen&I are requestecl to
· brlnl' their med ales ta:s
ltamps to the inrltcbboard In
Blnlde Ball for the benefit of
the Boele~ Of lesu.

:==--- .;. ,

-·-•-•h--

--:.;..;;,.;...;.~-··-~,--:.._...;;

FOIJN'J'All'f SQIJAD BO'J'E£
Robert Cordray, Mgr.

MA 4661)
IOTILED UNDEI AUTHOlnY OP THI COCA.COLA COMPANY IY

TOE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COllP.&lff
C 1949, Tho Coca-Cola Co,.panr

________,...,_ __
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BLUE NINE SCALPED
TWICE BY REDSKINS

XAVIER SPORTS
\

.

1949 Football BALDWIN BUSY. MAN
Card Toughest IN ATHLETIC DEPT.
By Jim Ras/eld
By Jude Hila
•
Xavier ended up second best in the home and home series I n HIstory
with Miami this past week. On Friday April 29, the Redskins
Jack Bicket Big Man In Scoring Ra1npage
Muskie Hurlers Knocked For 23 Hits

paid a social visit to the Parkway Field and soundly t.rounced
Xavier, 11-2. The next day, the Blue traveled to Oxford and
again accepted defeat to the tune of 12-4.
In the first game miscues played an important part in the

Year 'round trainer, springtime
coach, and a seemingly qualified
Xavier University will tackle observer in any field, are some
its toughest grid schedule in his- apt phrases most usable in featory next fall. Ten games are turing. the Xavier Jack of Allscheduled by the Musketeers Tr.ades, Ray Baldwin, The vociagainst nine of the best teams in ferous Raymond is now guiding
the vicinity.
the Muskie golf squad, and servDayton, Miami, Quantico Mar- ing as a side attraction at the
ines, John Carroll, Cincinnati, Xavier baseball games with his
Kentucky, Louisville and Mar- third base coaching antics.
shall are all teams that were
Rub And Tape Specialist
played last year with West VirHe is best known, however, for
ginia Wesleyan the only new- his muscle rubbing and ankle
comer. Dayton and Xavier will taping chores which he capably
play twice in 1949, Sept. 24 at performs for the football and
Dayton and Oct. 30 at Xavier. basketball teams. His first affiliaThe Marshall game will be a tion with training methods and
Thanksgiving Day affair at Hunt- practices came about because of
ington, W. Va.
his interest in a se!Jli-pro footThe schedule:
ball eleven which was masterSept. 16 · West Virginia Wesleyan minded by the widely known Ed
(night)
Here Krueck, late coach at Hughes
Sept, 24 Dayton
There High in Clifton. The connection
Oct. 2 Quantico Marines Here with Ed Kluska came about later
Oct. 8 Miami
There when he took part time training
Oct. 16 John Carroll
Here duties at Purcell High. This casOct. 21 Louisville (night)
ual interest grew and he stepped
There down from his position in the
Oct. 30 Dayton
Here recreational department of the
Nov, 5 Kentucky (home- Gas and Electric Co. to take up
coming)
Bere the head training duties and
Nov. 12 Cincinnati
There equipment directorship at XaNov. 24 ·Marshall
There vier.
Star At Withrow
B a 1 d w i n attended Withrow
high school and lettered in three
sports, football, basketball, and
baseball. He maintained his interest after finishing school, and

contest, with seven errors con·
tributing .eight runs to Miami's
cause. The Redskins got to Norb
Burske and Don Ruberg for a total of 11 hits while Peticca and
Sanders held the Muskies to the
Spotting Marshall a run in the
sum of ten.
first half of the third inning, XaBickett led the Miami hitters
vier's baseball team roared back
with two hits and Austin Palmer
for two runs in the third, two in
contributed a triple with two
the fourth and four in the fifth
men on in the first inning. Ruto defeat the Thundering Herd,
berg, Deiters and Lisicky each
8-1, Tuesday on the Xavier diahad two hits for X, with Ellert,
mond.
It was the first victory of
Mason and Lisicky getting douthe season for the Musketeers
bles.
against three losses. It was MarHomers Highlight Game
shall's
secon,d loss in seven conIn the game at Oxford, the Redtests.
skins got 12 runs on 12 hits and
Xavier collected all eight of its
had one error. Xavier collected
hits
off starting pitcher Bob
four runs on seven hits and one
error. Ridenour started for Miami, Trowbridge while Harry Bochell,
relieved by Schembeckler in the who relieved him in the fifth,
sixth and Tiberghen in the ninth. held the Musketeers in complete
Kolker and Moore split the check the rest of the game.
Stocky Don Kay went the dispitching chores for Xavier.
Bickett again led the hitting tance for the Musketeers with a
parade by having a perfect three masterful four hit pitching job.
for three, two of them being Kay struck out six and walked
home runs and one with bases none.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 RHE
loaded. Jim Mason had a triple
and two singles in four times at Marshall 0 0 1 0 0 O O O 0 1 4 2
bat while Bill Hoffer had two Xavier O 0 2 2 4 O O O 0 8 8 6
base knocks in five trips to the Batteries: Trowbridge, Boschell
(5) and Hoskins; Kay_ and Courtplate.
ney..
First Game
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R HE
Miami 2 5 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 11 11 1
Xavier 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 10 7
Second Game·
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R HE
Xavier 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 4 7 1
Miami 1 2 5 O 1 O 3 0 - 12 12 1
The Twinkle Toes are leading
all teams in the volley ball leagues. The Twinks, who were idle
last week, remained in first
place in league No. 2. They have
twelve victories without a deCedarville defeated Xavier 2 to
feat. The Emanous in second
0 in the opening game of the
place h a v e eleven victories
season for Xavier on the home
against four defeats.
field last Tuesday afternoon.
In league No. 1, the Big Wheels
Townsley pitched for the visitors and allowed six scattered continued their rapid pace and
Don Steltenkamp, a former
hits, while his team mates were won three games last week. The
collecting eight off of the offer- Wheels, who now have sixteen "G.I. Joe," and a part time croonvictories with only two losses er, is one of the key members of
ings of Don Kay.
Cedarville scored their runs in nave virtually clinched the lea~ the 1949 edition of the Xavier
the third inning when with two gue's top spot. The second slot University track team.
The 22-year-old Steltenkamp,
out, D u n 1 a p singled sharply is now occupied by Barracks
a local product, graduated from
Sixteen.
The
boys
from
Sixteen
through the box, followed with
another bingle by Barger, putting have ten victories with five de- Purcell High School in 1944. During his stay at the Hackberry
men on first and second. Kay then feats.
Street school, he managed among
The
closest
race
in
the
tournauncorked a wild pitch to Justice
other things, to excel in both
and the men each advanced a base. ment is in league No. 3. The
football and track, winning three
Naps
and
Barracks
Nine
are
Justice hit the next pitch down
letters in the former, and four
fighting
1right
down
to
the
wire.
the third base line and when the
awards in the latter.
throw to first was missed, both At present the Naps have the
Army Vet
edge.
They
have
ten
victoiies
and
men scored.
Upon graduation, Don went inFor Cedarville, Dunlap and two defeats, compared to fourBarger led the attack with two teen victories and four losses for to the army, where he spent a
year and a half, and after his
hits apiece while Hoffer had two Barracks No. Nine.
In league No. 4, the Rockets are discharge he came to Xavier. In
for Xavier.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 RHE pulling away and seem to have his freshman year, he served noCedarv'e 0 0 2 0 O 0 0 0 0 2 8 1 things pretty much their own tice that he had more than a litXavier 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 O 6 4 way. With just three games re- tle talent as a hurdler, and almaining, the Rockets have four- most immediately cornered the
teen wins against a single loss. market on that position.
HERD NETTERS EDGE Portsmouth is far behind in sec- This season, although he has
BLUE BY 4.3 COUNT ond place with nine victories had some trouble getting into
Xavier's tennis team was de- against six losses.
shape, he will see more than
feated by Marshall College's net
enough action to keep him busy,
squad, 4-3, Tuesday on the Xasince he runs in both the high
vier courts. It was the second Boosters Fete Gridders and low hurdle events.
·
loss in three outings for the
Members of the Xavier football
During his hours of leisure,
Musketeers.
team were guests of the Mus- Don. does quite. a bit .,of singing·,
summarles: SINGLES - Wooten <Ml keteer Club Thursday at a ban- he is a member of the Clef Club,
defeated Faegel (Xl. 6-3, 6-2; Mllostan
<XI defeated Pyle <Ml, 6-3, 6-4: Berning quet at the First Stop Inn on and "Crooner" Don has also had
tXl defeated Henson <Ml, 6-4, 6-2: car- Montgomery Road. The dinner, experience on the "Xavier Preson !Ml defeated Wilke (XI, 6-0, 6-3;
Templeton (Ml defeated Krlsco (Xl, 6-4, b~ffet style, was presented by sents" show, and was an added
60
Eoubles-Pyle and Carson <Ml defeat- the Xavier boosters as post-game attraction between the halves of
~~ F!~ae1r:ll!st!'~1k(xlx~~::;;te:-3w~~:; celebrati~n of the intrasquad con- basketball games along with
Joseph Link.
and Henson (~l. 6-4, 6-2.
.
·test April 22.

Xavier Nine
Bags F.1rst Ill

w·

Versatile

TWINKLE TOES
REMAIN ON TOP
IN IM LEAGUE

Musketeers Drop .
Opening Day Game

Ray· "Baldy" Baldwin
at various times was seen on the
local gridirons and diamonds as
ti;ainer, manager, and coach.
Loves The Link Sport
Love for the link was a late1·
development in Ray's mastery of
athletics, as golf was a little
fostered endeavor in his high
school days. Baldwin is a perennial entry in almost all the Cincinnati golf tournaments and he
usually journeys eighteen holes
in the low eighties. That's not
bad golfing in the businessmen's
league and on an occasional "hot"
day he's been known to tour the
pitch and putt rol,lte in the coveted 70's brackets.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
Xavier's athletic teams will participate in nine events within the
next week; seven of which will be played on foreign grounds.
Sat............... May 7............................ Kentucky (T) .............................. There
Mon............. May 9............................ Dayton (8) ..................................There
Mon ............. May 9............................ Kentucky (G) ............................Here
Tues.............May 10............................ Louisville (8) ............................There
Tues.............May 10............................ Louisville (TR) .......................... There
Wed............. May 11 ............................ Cincinnati & Wayne (G) ........There
(3-way meet)·.
Wed............. May 11............................ Cincinnatl (T) ............................There
Thurs.......... .May 12............................ Cincinnati (8) ............................ Here
Fri................May 13............................ Kentucky (T) ............................Here
Legend: (T)-Tennis; (8)-8aseball; (G)-Golf; (TR)-Track

Golfers To Face Kentuckians,
UC And· Wayne In Three Days
Bea1·cats And Detroit Crew
To Be Foes In 3-way Meet
Saturday, May 9, Xavier University's thi:ice defeated golf
team plays host to the Kentucky
Wildcat sextet. The following
Monday, May 11, the Musketeers
meet their traditional rivals, the
University of Cincinnati in a
thr,ee way match, which will also
include Wayne.
The Wildcats will be out to
make a clean sweep of their twomatch series with the Big Blue
greensmen when they come to
town, while UC and Wayne will
be first-time opponents for the
Batallion.
Miami Tallies Twice
In their other engagements so
far, the Xavier squad bowed to
the Miami Redskins on successive days. Last Friday they lost
to the upstaters here in Cincy;
the following day, the Oxfordites
completed their rout of the
Musketeers with a 14lh-l2lh victory on their own stamping
grounds.
Mal McMullen, Jim Pater and
Vince Bamber have been the
stalwarts of the team thus far,
playing smartly in all three

matches.
Wayne is an unknown quantity
at the present time, and what
they do in the three-way affair
against X and UC, cannot be predicted.
U. C. Strong Again
UC however, has a strong six,
and should make the afternoon
interesting for all concerned.
Jim Pater, Mal McMullen, Larry Muething, Vince Bamber,
George Evans, and another man
yet to be selected, will probably
do the swatting for the Big Blue
in the Kentucky match.

Muething's 72 Low
As .Marshall Bows
The Musketeer golf team scored
its first win of the season Tuesday, defeating Marshall College,
151h-111h, at Maketewah Country
Club. Pete Muething was medalist with a 72 while Bob Morgan
led Marshall with a 74.
Summaries: Bob Morgan (M) '14, Terry
Dean (Xl '16; Pete Muethlng (XJ 72, Pai
Jefferson (Ml 82; Mal McMullen (XJ 'It,
Jim Radclllfe (M) 86; George Enan• <Xl
84, Ed Wilkerson (Ml 84; Joe Griffith
(MJ 63, Danny Dell (XI M; Vince Bam·
ber (XI 81, Joe Crutcher (M) ll.

-------
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EEF E'S
OMMENTS

By Jim Keefe

Clay Courtmen Season To End For Trackmen
Divide With With Four Meets In 10 Days
Miami Team Kentucky, UC, Wilmington way affair, many of the fellows

~'"'~~~'"~~~~""Lose Here But Reverse
The ten game football schedule Xavier will engage' in next fall
will undoubtedly be the greatest test of the prowess of Coach Ed
Kluska and his assistants, Bill Feldhaus and Red Lavelle. To engage
in so rugged a schedule will indeed place the suicidal axe over the
heads of the three Musketeers and their squad. Win and everything
will be fine. But lose at least half of the ten toughies lined up and
Xavier's stadium may see signs similar ·to the "Goodbye Harry
(Stuhldreher)" signs that adorned Wisconsin's stadium. Football fans
are all alike-they all hate to back a loser.
Six of the teams on the autumn agenda defeated the Muskies
a year ago and will be back again with their rosters loaded for bear.
Dayton, Miami, Quantico Marines, Kentucky and John Carroll are
known to have power plus with Marshall a possible addition to the
list.
Xavier defeated U. C. and Louisville last season but there is
sure to be a different script used in this fall's production, especially
in the case of the former. The Gillmanized Bearcats will no doubt
be reminded by their coach that it was the Xavier tie that marred
Gillman's undefeated season at Miami in 1947.
West Virginia Wesleyan, the only new team on the schedule, is
of unknown quality but should prove to be a tough opener. Xavier
holds the 'edge on victories in series that was begun in 1926, winning four and losing two.
Xavier triumphed in 1926, 21-7; 41-6 in '27, 19-12 in '29 and 13-6
in '34 while bowing to the Bobcats in 1928, 19-7, and 1935, 7-0.
The Musketeers hold an edge on victories in the past against
only two of the '49 foes besides W. Va. Weslyan. In a short series,
Xavier has copped the two games played with Louisville. Marshall
is a little closer in wins, gaining three verdicts in seven decisions.
-K.entucky, Miami and U. C. are way out in front in the record
books. The Wildcats lost in 1938, 26-7, for their only defeat in ten
engagements with Xavier. Miami has yet to lose to a Blue and White
grid machine, the 1947 tie being the only mar in five games. U. C.
has won four and lost one in the crosstown clash, the defeat coming
last year, 13-7.
.
Dayton, Quantico Marines and John Carroll have slight but comfortable edge!". Dayton has won eight and lost six and would have
to lose both games this coming fall to drop just to the .500 mark.
Quantico has won three and lost two in the series that was started
in the middle '20's and not resumed until last year. John Carroll
holds a 10-8 edge in the Ohio Jesuit series with one other game ending in a tie.
All in all, everything points to a very interesting, if not exciting
season next fall. To face the fiercest schedule in our history, Xavier's
grid masterminds will have to have the squad "up" for every game,
every weekend or things may be tough all over.

• • • • •

Baseball coach Ned Wulk is a good hunch-player. When the lean
Musketeer mentor inserted Don Ruberg in Friday's Miami game as
a relief pitcher for a losing cause, the former Elder star responded
with a fine all-around baseball exhibition. Rube had never pitched
either at Elder or with Bentley Post's American Legion champions
but his few turns on the mound during batting practice occasioned
the wu1k hunch and it paid off. The erstwhile outfielder not only
limited the Redskins to only three runs in the four innings he
worked but also chipped in with two hits in his first two frips to
the plate.

IM Softball League XU Band /Plays
Begins Next Week At <;rosley Field
With Ten Teams Before 24,000 Fans
The intramural softball league
will start next I week, and all
coaches are asked to check the
intramural bulletin board. All
games will be played on week
nights. The time has not yet been
decided upon, but more than
likely it will be 6: 30.
Approximately ten teams have
entered the meet, most of which
are· dorm teams. Most of the
teams have ·played a few practice
games and the play has been impressive. Barracks Nine has been
particularly imp1·essive in their
play. The main reason for thier
strong pre-league bid has been
the strong right arm of Gene
Brown, who nearly pitched the
same team into the number one
spot last year, looks better and
faster than he did last year.
Other teams looking very good
thus far are Barracks 14, and
. Elet and Marion Halls.

CAMPUS CLEAN UP
Pick It up, wrap It up, and

throw It In one of the campus
refuse contalnen. Let's back
up the "clean up" campal&'D
on ·the campus and In bulldln1s! why not strip that
cl1arette butt like the Army
does before tbrowlnr It a1va1f

--------------------~

Gil Maringer took his 65 piece
Xavier University Band to Cl"Osley Field last Friday night for
the initial night game of the
season when the Reds met the
Pirates.
The band performed for_ 15
minutes before the contest and
followed the same pattern of intricate formations as they do
during the football season.
Harry Buttleworth and his sister Donna, baton twirlers par excellence, strutted their stuff before 24,000 fans and received a
grand ovation.

Decision At Oxford
By Frank Sommerkamp
With the Louisville match being rained out on April 27,
Coach Jack Jeffre's tennis team
opened its 1949 net campaign
by dropping a 6 to 1 match to the
Miami Redskins last Friday on
the XU courts. However, the Xavier racket yielders were out for
sweet revenge when they trekked
to Oxford, Ohio, ·the very next
day and executed a sudden reversal of form which resulted in
a 4 to 3 triumph for the Blue and
White as newly appointed team
captain, Jerry Fagel turned in an
excellent performance.
Milostan Wins
In the season's opener, husky
Frank Milostan was the only X
racketeer to invade the win column. Milostan defeated Miami's
Frank Dodd, 7-5, 2-6, and default.
It was a different story when
Xavier met the Oxford men on
foreign soil. There, captain Jerry
Fagel, holder of a pair of Xavier
tennis monograms, trounced Dick
Rohlfs, 6-3, and 6-2. Xavier's
Berning and Wilke, meanwhile,
were soundly trouncing their
opponents.
"Win Our Share"
After seeing his squad in action on two occasions Coach Jeffre said, "We don't have an outstanding team but we will win
our share of the matches." Mentor Jack, commenting on a few of
his men added, "Fagel has improved considerably and Dick
Berning is showing signs of being a stiff competitor. Furthermore, with a little more practice
most of · the players will begin
to hit their winning stride."
Kentucky Saturday
The Blue netters will meet
Kentucky's tennis team Saturday
on the latter's court.
The following is a summary for
the first two matches:

And Dayton Are Opponents

Xavier's tracksters, the forgotten men of the school's sports
program. are going to be quite
busy in the next two weeks, with
four major meets staring them in
the face.
Next Tuesday, May 10, the
Musketeer cindermen travel deep
into the hills of Kentucky for the
first of these meets with Louisville. On the following Saturday,
May 14, they are back here in
Cincy for a meet with their traditional rivals, the University of
Cincinnati. On May 17 they en-.
gage Wilmington college, and on
the 20th, Dayton provides the
competition in the final meet of
the season for the Big Blue.
Improvements Slow
The.re is still much room
improvement, but Track Coach
Ray Tilton is do_ing all in his
power to bring the team around
to winning form. Besides, improvements are slow in coming.
Too, the hard work that the
men have been doing for the past
week-and-a-half has done wonders to round them into .shape.
Before the Miami-Dayton three-

•
•
•
•

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
On Fountain Square

3.so

· JULIUS· LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus
:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !:!
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Hat Handsomeness

BARBER

The class of 1924 of St. Xavier :
College of Commerce and Soc- §
iology now better known as Xa- 5
vier University, celebrated its 5
silver anniversary with a dinner §
at Hotel Alms on Sunday, May 1. 5
Mr. Al M. Boex acted as toast- §
master for the dinner and enter- 5
tainment w h i c h followed. A
special musical program was pre- 5
sented by Anthony A. Bokentot- §
ter, and the speak~rs include Rev. §
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Rev. Vic- 5
tor B. Nieporte, S.J., and' mem- 5

•

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

ALL~SEASON

XAVIER's FAVORITE

NEW

had not yet begun to get the kinks
out due to the inclement weather.
Now, however, they are in the
best of condition, both physically
and mentally.
Support Asked
It would be a fine gesture on
the part of the student body if
a little support would be given
to the trackmen before the close
of the season. After all, they
work just. as .hard, if not harder,
than the men who participate in
other athletics, and their wins and
losses count just as much as those
in football or basketball when
outsiders look at the records.

The Mallory

SINGLES
FIRST GAME:
Mllostan <XJ defeated Frank Dodd.
7-5, 2-6, default; c. Boyd (MJ defeated
Jerry Fagel, 6-4, 6-4; Jack Cummings
(MJ defeated Dick Berning, 8-6, 3-6, 7-5;
Jack Rohlf£ (MJ defeated Ted Wilke,
8-6, 6-2; Don Hunter CMJ defeated John
Krisko, 6-0, 6-8, 8-2.
DOUBLES
Boyd and Cummings (MJ dereated
Mllostan and Fagel. 6-0. 7-5; Rohiff and
Wolfe (MJ defeated Berning and Wobbe,
6-3, 6-2.
SECOND GAME:
SINGLES
Fagel (XJ defeated Rohlfs (MJ 6-3.
6-2; Berning (XJ defeated Hunter (MJ
6-1, 6-3; Wllke (X) defeated Butler CM)
6-3, 6-3; Boyd (MJ defeated Mllostan (XJ
6-4, 6-1; Schultz (MJ defeated Wodbe
(XJ 6-0, 6-3.
DOUBLES
Berning and Wilke (XJ deleated Wolf
and Edstrom 6-2, 6-4. Boyd and Rohlfs
(MJ defeated Mllostan and Fagel (X)
6-2, 6-1.

Silver Anniver~ary §
Celebration Held ~
By Grads Of 19~4

hers of the class.
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What more could you ask for in a hat? A
light-weight hat designed for all seasons ...
its felt is soft and lively, and it will keep its
good looks for a long, long time. Crav$Jnette
processed for protection against showers
8.50
Mabley's Men's Hats: Second Floor

E 118 East Sixth Street i

Store Hours: 10 O'Clock to 5:30 P.M.

Cincinnat.i, Ohio

Mahley & Carew
1..-----------------------

CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
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Xavierites
To. Dance
At Mo·onlight

Song OJ Bernadette •••

By ..4l lf101er

Final plans have been completed for the social highlight of
the month of May, a dance in
beautiful Moonlite Gardens at
Coney Island on Friday, May 6,
according to Russ Weiler; activities committee chairman of the
Boosters Club.
Music will be furnished by
Clyde Trask. Admission is $1.00
each. Other colleges and groups
are participating in the affair,
which is known as Catholic Club
night. All Xavier students are invited.

Radio Show
To Be Aired
O
C
The Xavier University Acver
w
PO '
counting Society announced that
Taxation Class·
To Hear A.·ddress
By Federal A.gent

Mr. Edwin .Raum of the Federal
Security Agency will address the
taxation. class in Albers Hall, Rm.
51, Wednesday, May 11.
Mr. Raum's subject will be
"Federal Old Age and Survivors
Insurance Program." Members of
other classes are welcome to attend, according to. Mr. G. C.
Selzer, faculty moderator.

The "Xavier Presents" radio
show currently being aired over
station WKRC, under the direction of Walt Vester, and Gene
Friedmann, has made its appearance over another station, WCPO.
The quarter-hour show is being broadcast as a musical interlude on Sunday mornings at
10: 45, the talent presented is secured entirely from Xavier.
While the programs on WKRC,
which are aired at .4 p.m. Saturdays, have only two more weeks
to run, the shows on WCPO will
continue longer, according to
Vester.
Freshman Jerry Thole and his
14 companions in "progressive
jazz"• have impressed local 11tation officials with their first Xavier Presents" apearance, Vester
stated.
Other personalities coming in
for honors on the radio series include: Ralph Hollmeyer, Gene
Mahaney, Bob Ort, Dick Inskeep,
Brian Connelly, Dermet Grice,
Dave Montain, Jim Glenn and
Tom Rusch.
Vester reportedly will attempt ·
to p1·esent a portion of th~ Masque
Society's latest pr9duction "Song
of Bernadette" on the last WKRC
show late in May.

"The Song of Bernadette" as sung by Jean and Walter Kerr in
their dramatization of the Werfel novel is rather flat. The Masque
Society in presenting the play last week made a valiant effort to
breathe life into lifeless material.
The Kerrs have chosen a difficult subject and despite their almost certain well-intentioned efforts to avoid sentimentality have,
I fear, strayed into just that tearful vale. Their attempts at moderation are evident-too clearly, it. seems-in their characterization.
The characters in the play, with few exceptions, are weak, ill-defined,
Walter Whalen, president of
lacking in emotional color.
the Masque society, will appear
In a play of this sort, where characters are weakly written, they
in the leading maie role of Our
must be strongly acted. There are innumerable instances in the
liady of Cincinnati's spring protheatre in which strong and able presentation has brought a mediocre
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, duction, Jennie Kissed Me, May
play to real dramatic heights. The Masque. Society barely missed (JCNA) -Louis Budenz, one- 15, 17, and 20, at OLC's theater.
doing just thai. Where there was sentiment, the players were re- time managing editor of the
Whalen will portray the role
strained; where there was lack of color, they showed dramatic emo- Communist Daily Worker, will of Fr. Moynihan, pastor· of a
tional depth. Their effort on the whole was praiseworthy.
give the principal address at the small mid-western parish.
Unfortunately, because of limited space. I can't take each of the Seattle U. commencement exerHe recently assisted Victor
seventeen members of the cast and comment on their strength or cises June 3.
Dial, director of the Masque Soweakness in the play. I'll have to confine myself to a few. Naomi
Budenz, now professor of eco- ciety, with the group's 25th anMondiek, as Bernadette, was easily the outstanding actress of. the nomics at Fordham University, niversary production, Song of
cast. Having little material to work with, she managed somehow to attended Xavier University and Bernadette.
project the intellectual !;implicity and emotional warmth of the little St. Mary's College, Kansas, beseeress of Massabielle. In her voice was- always the simple faith in fore he took up the communist - - - - - - - - - - - - - her lady and questioning but not patronizing incredulity at those cause. He re-entered the CathoStudents are asked ·to sta;r
who could not or would not believe. In her manner she was the lic faith in 1945.
out of Jlln!de Ball unless the1
simple, naive, uninformed child of the Gallic soil.
have business therein.
Acting honors for the male members of the cast should be divided between William Schulte, as Antoine Nicolau,· and Raymond
Schlichte, as Dr. Dozous, with Schulte having just a bit the better
JOB FINDING COUNCIL
of it. Schlichte had what was undoubtedly the most difficult part
A
professional
service designed to help you in seeking. your
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, Seatto interpret, because as far as I can discern, even the playwrights
first job. A proven vocational plan that assists in:
tle,
(JCNA)-In
a
letter
to
offididn't decide what sort of man the Doctor really was. Dozous in the
l. Determining a job objective
play is a combination of two characters from the movie, and pos- cers of the Association of Stusibly another from the novel. It's no wonder then that such an ill- dents of Seattle university mem2. Analizing personel qualifications and capacities
defined hazy character should emerge. Schlichte, however, showed bers of the staff of the Spectator,
3. Presenting qualifications in marketable form through
campus
newspaper,
have
advancreal dramatic possibilities.
applications for employment, occupational resumes,
Bill Schulte, as an actor, reminds me of a well-mannered drink- ed reasons for the apathy shown
brochures, personel interview
er. J·ust as the drinker knows just how much alcohol he can put into in student affairs.
The newspaper said there is
4. Developing job leads and contacts
his system before becoming intoxicated, Schulte appears to have the
disinterest
because of several
happy faculty of knowing just how much emotion or humor, as the
5.
Negotiating with prospective employers.
case may be, he can put into a part before becoming either senti- reasons, namely: A poor attendance at Association of Student
mental or ridiculous.
SCIENTIFIC PLACEMENT SYSTEM
Francois and Louise Soubirous were well done by Dick Hartigan meetings, a continued lack of inED
RYAN,
318 KEITH BUILDING, MA. 8891
and Joan Gerke. Miss Gerke, it seemed to me, was just a bit too terest in attaining school offices,
(not an employment agency)
small
percentage
of
students
a
shrill, a bit too frantic as the mother. However it's to her credit
that once she decided on the interpretation, she was relentlessly con- who vote in student elections, an ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
sistent. If I hadn't known the locale of the play in advance, I would almost careless regard for school
name in particular in conduct off
have concluded from Hartigan's accent that it was taking place
campus, a poor attendace at Sosomewhere in Scandinavia. Aside from that, and it is a small obdality meetings and the segregajection, his acting was exceptional.
tion of student nurses from stuThe success or failure of a play rests ultimately on the shoulders
dent activities especially during
Whatever you call them we'll bet
of the director-in this case Victor Dial. I would credit Mr. Dial with
their third and fourth years.
you that we have just about the
a rather mild, unexciting success in the "Song of Bernadette." There
biggest selection you have ever seen!
were evidences of brilliant direction in the play-the spiritual beauty
of the apparition scenes and the finding of the spring, the revision
· of the final scene, the effective staging with projected backgrounds,
If the world was made out of
and the vital interpretation of some of the parts. Against these posichaos, we're right back where
tive qualiites are less impressive ones-minor, I agree, but blots
we started.
nevertheless on the perfectionism which Dial displayed in his previous presentation. There were things like artificial British accents,
The greatest force in the United
exaggerated posturings, faulty interpretation of character,· the choice
States
against racial discriminaof the play. But despite these minor faults, whatever success is due
tion
is
the Catholic Church, acthe play comes from the guiding hand of the director than from the
cording to the Negro weekly
creative hand of the playwright.
.
newspaper "Criteri,on."
The play was imaginatively lighted and the .sets followed pretty
• • •
faithfully those used in the original production at Catholic U. The
music, mostly by Bach and D'Indy, was that used in the movie verMany a modern divorce suit
sion of the·story. The sets were changed swiftly and, with the music is of the t.w~-p:nt! variety.
as a shield, without any apparent noise.
The really great man is the
In its twenty-fifth year the Masque Society· has brought us a
man
who makes eveT1J man feel
great play and one something less than great, each done with exgreat.
Gabardines, Coverts, Flannels,
hausting patience and painstaking aims of excellence. It is to be
-Chesterton
Sharkskins, Plaids and Stripes In
hoped that these will be the guiding principles when Victor Dial,
the newest spring and summer
truly a master of drama, meets with his hard-working, self-sacrificing, talented group of thespians next year to plan an even more
shades; with these outstandin1
successful twenty-sixth season.
style features, Open Welt Seams,
Saddle Stltchin1, Back ' Pocket
Flaps, Hidden Belt Loops and
Pe11ed just the way you like •em.
For
A terrific
t!!f!.
GOOD TASTE
selection
•
d
GOOD HEALTH
I
priced from
Clip this ad. It Is worth $1 on any
purchase of $5 or more.

Whalen To Appear
In OLC Play

Budenz To . Speak
At Seattle Univ.

Magazine Hits
Student · Apathy

SLACKS,
PANTS, ZAX!

From The Files
• • •

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers·

7 9

Galoshes

for men, women
and children.

An Independent Since 1142

Northeast corner of Seventh
and Ceatnl Avena-.
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FINAL EXAM DATES
SET FOR EC STUDENTS
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I

SPEAK OF THE WEEK

The dates of the final exams
This opinionnaire is presented for the purpose of detennining
the feeling of students in va'rious questions of interest to Evening
for Eveninr Collere students,
College students. Students not interviewed directly are invited to
as announced by the dean, the
Rev. V. B. Nieporte, S.J., are as
submit their views on any question by letters which may be placed
in the News mailbox in the Evening College office.
follows: Monday, May Z3; Tuesday, May 31; Wednesday, June
• • • • •
1; Thursday, June Z; and Fri- WHAT DO YOU THINK THE REDS CHANCES ARE THIS YEAR?
day, May Z7.
It was further announced that
By Julie Geck•
Thursday, May Z6, will be a
The Cincinnati Circle of the school holiday since Ascension
HERE AND THERE:-At Kasi- International F e de r a t i o n of Thursday falls on that date.
mu's (ormal, Bob Kreimer and Catholic Alumnae will celebrate - - - - - - - - - - - - May Day, in honor of the Blessed
Betty Kern, Gene Middlekamp Virgin Mary, Saturday, May 7.
and Ann Wagner, Ed McGee and They will attend a communion
Grace Peters, Dr. and Mrs. Paul Mass followed by a breakfast at
Barkins, Bob Loftus and Mary St. Ursula convent, Woodburn
Lou Schmitz . . .If you see any- and McMillan Aves. at 8: 30 a.m.
Miss Garnet Davis, Vice-presione limping around school, feel- dent of the Xavier Alumnae will
Mamie Lodge, EngGinny Zier, second
Charles H o l m e s,
lish visitor: "I don't year student: "Well, second year student:
ing sorry for their arches, it's head a delegation of members
know
anything
about
I think there'll be an "I believe the Reds
The X.U.E.C. •rennis Club will your baseball, but I internal
probably one of the members of attending from the Xavier Asrevolution will show up in 7th
get
under
way
this
year
on
Satthink
it's
similar
to
and t h e Commies place the same as last
the Bowling Team who took a sociation.
In
cricket,
cricket.
urday, May 14, according to Larwill be all washed year. Of course, they
hike to Rapid Run park. They're
ry Barker, league director. All there are eleven men up-oh ... you mean may fool me and "a
on each side, and the Cincinnati Reds! lot of other people,
an feeling better, thank you. . .
EVE. COLLEGE PEEK those interested in joining the there are two bats- T h e y'r e perfectly providing Sauer does
At the Booster's spring fling,
club should enter their names on men up at once. The wonderful, b u t I good at the - plate,
Betty Griese, Jeanne Vaughn, Thursday, May 5-Choral Club, the list posted on the first floor batsman holds the don't exactly under- Hatton improves and
First Floor Lounge, Men- bulletin Board at the Evening stick down, rather stand what they do. Merriman can be deLee Wimmers, Joanne Effelman,
than up, as your By the time I look up pended upon-and if
7
:30 p.m., Girls-S:ZO p.m.
Marge Pilger, Frank Stano, FranCollege, along with their choice players do. He tries the
players on the we can get some betcey Rodinghaus, Bob Borchers,
Xavier Un~versity F o r u m, of a night to play.
to hit the ball that is program, a player ter pitching. I pick
and Elvira Grome. Pat Fisher
Cox Theatre, 8:30 p.m.
The club will meet on Satur- bowled to him; and has run around the the Reds to surpass
supplied, and decorated the hall . Monday, May 9-Choral Club days until the end of the school the one who bowls bases for a T. D. only .Chicago, but as
with lilacs. Bob Callahan made
Practice, First Floor Lounre, year. After that, 'meetings will the ball attempts to They'll end up some- I said, ther may surget it into a basket where between first prise us- sure hope
everyone feel at home by starting
.7:15 p.m.
so!"
·
be held -at least one night a week behind the batsman." and eighth."
Philosophy CI u b Meetinr, starting with the week of June 5.
a square-dance . . . By the way,
how do you like Mary BrinkDowntown College, 7:45 p.m.
The club will use either the
mann's burr? ••• e. c. Harbison,
Disc.ussion Club Me e t i n g, Airport Playfield or the Western
who psycho-analizes dogs, gave
Downtown College, 9:15 p.m. Hills courts. An instructor will
the Business Psychology class a Tuesday• May 10-Accounting be on hand, free of charge, for
few pointers the other night.
Society Meeting, South Ball, all those who wish to better their
Engagements of the Week:Evanston Campus, 8 p.m.
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
game. Those who wish further
Zetta Gausling and Don Esper;
details should contact the Eveenergy restoring food makes it an essential
Ann Geyer and Charles Volle;
ning College office at PA. 6313,
A Matter Of Degree!
in every student's diet.
Pat Gauslinr and Don Kemme.
or call Larry Barker at HE. 0609.
Said a friend to a teacher, "I'.m
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .so ·~ad that you are plannin·g to f.!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!~
continue your education at the
The Dru1 Store elosest to
Xa'ffer Unlvenl~ '
__CHECK THE BOARD
University this 15ummeir.
Are
Keep up with the times! . you working for your M.S. deThe A.be Baumring
2519 Vine Street
AV. 6480
Read the Bulletin Board on the gree?" · Replied the teacher,
Pharmacy
fint fioor.
"Yes, officially for an M.S. and
EVANSTON
- - - - - - - - - - - - - unofficially for an M_.R..iS."

Gallivan tin'

Alumnae To Hold
· May Day Service

EC Raqueteers

Pla11ning
Initial Meet

Too Important To Forget -

J. II. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.

For Rhythm !!I Romance ••

~~ in "1.'11 Re.member April"
(A CAPITOL RECORDING)

YES, MARTHA,
THE 30·0AY !!!!

CtfANGED ME 10 CAMELS
FOR ICEEPS. FOR
TASTE
.
ANp MILONESS, ILL TAKE
ACAMEL EVERY TIME!

.

MILDNESS YEARS AGO, DICK.
ITS CAMELS! AND THEY

---

• Martha Tilton invites romantic
memories in this easy-paced
dream number! Martha picks
her songs with care. And she's
pardcuJar about her cigarettes, too!
"It's Camels for me!" says
Martha. "They're my choice for
fl11vor-and Camels are so mild!"

TASTE SO GOOD!

In a recent coast·to·coast test of hundreds of people
who smoked only Camels for 30 days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ·ONE 51..GLE CAS• OF
THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS

1-------•n·..,,..,,..,,,____,..,.,.,,.,.__.,.,_,_,. ____________..,. _________ --

. l
j
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360 Schools
Have Grads
At Evanston

! ! SENIORS-JUNIORS ! !

VERSATILE UNIVERSITY
DRAWS FROM ALL. OVER
By Jim O'Brien
and Tim Mrirphy

Tickets Are Now Ou Sale For

Now that the sound and fury
of this semester's enrollment has
died down to an infrequent murmur, the Registrar and the Deans'
offices have 1had time to aggregate
some interesting facts on Xavier's
undergraduates and the courses
they are pursuing.
For instance, do you know how
many high schools have graduates
at Xavier? No, well hold your
hat-the number is 360 separate
and distinct prep schools. So, if
you're uncertain from which one
your friends graduated there's no
need to feel bad about it, you
have a lot to confuse you.

XAVIER'S 1949 SENIOR BALL
HOTEL GIBSON ROOF GARDEN
FRIDAY, MAY 13, 9 P.M.-1 A.M.

Art Hayes And His Orchestra
I

27 Foreign High Schools
There's no telling where that
student sitting next to you came
from, for 27 of our boys represent
high schools outside this country.
He could be from Japan, China,
Germany-who knows, maybe
he's from Tibet!!!
Here's the part we like, for we =-~~"""!'l
know we're going to settle quite - r= r= F F
a few discussions right here and
now. St. Xavier of Cincinnati has,
TOPS
of course, the largest number of
graduates at Xavier of all prep
schools, 370 to be exact. But what .
is the order after that? Roger
Bacon boys grit your teeth for
here it is: Purcell 206, Elder 143,
and Roger Bacon 91.
St. X, Louisville; 60
Excluding the "big four", St.
Xavier of Louisville.:. with 60,
sends us more students than any
other school; she is our best outof-town contributor. Then we
take a big drop down to Newport.
Catholic with 28, Norwood with
28, Withrow 20, and Hamilton
Catholic 20.
· The names of some of the high
schools from which our fellow
students come sound more like
vegetables or Greek mythical
11
characters than institutes of ·higher learning. For example, there's
"Monongahela high" in Philadelphia and "Escondido high" in
, Virginia. "Pocahontas high", of
course, makes us think of the
young Indian maiden who saved
John Smith's life, although we
are given to understand that the
girls there are certainly not Indians, pretty'though they may be.

$3.50 PER COUPLE CORSAGELESS
\

Contact Senior Co1n1nitteeme11 Now For Tickets

.................,.....,___...,....,~"'!"l'!......~"'!"'W'.....,~"""!'l............"""!'l,....."""1'!'!""""',...........,""""~-·-....,_.----------......--,.....~~......,_oll
r= F F F F r= F F F F '7 F F F F F - F r= F F F F F F F F F F F
WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO-,

For me there's only one

cigarette that's really Milder
'

and that's CHESTERFIELD 11

~~

Modern Students
When we look at the list of
courses that Xavier men are pursuing we are struck with figures
that seem to us, at least, to be
indicative of our modern times.
Did you know that there are over
600 students majoring in Business
Administration (over 1/3 of our
enrollment) and only 82 Bachelor
of Art students? It looks as though
Xavier is going to turn out
plenty of business men for at
least four years to come. Here are
the various course enrollments:
Bachelor of Arts
65
Bachelor of Arts Honors
17
Bachelor of Science
217
Bachelor of Philosophy
427
Business Administration
610
Physical Education
62
Pre-Medicine
207
Pre-Dental
48
Pre-Engineering
47
Pre-Legal
56

Library Stairway
During rush hours In the
Library Bulldinc t h e main
stairway is to be used down
only from the upstain classrooms and the rear stairway Is
to be used up only to tbe UP·
1taln elassrooms.

11

';.

STARRING IN

0NE LAST FLING 11
A WARNER IROS. PRODUCTION

